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Why Shop When You Can Swap? 
At most swaps you’ll find seasonal, stylish duds that cost nary a penny. 

by Bethany Kandel 
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Last week I got a pair of Lucky jeans, a Banana Republic top and a great BCBG Max Azria 
sequined little black dress...and it didn’t cost me a penny. 

My secret? Clothing swaps! I brought a bag of unwanted goodies from my closet to a swap party and 
traded them for items that someone else brought to discard. We all walked away happy with the new 
additions to our wardrobes at prices you can’t beat. 

Clothing swaps are sweeping the nation and New York City is at the forefront of the movement with a 
growing number of events every month. The reason: More and more women are trying to leave a 
smaller carbon footprint by recycling and reusing clothes they don’t want instead of throwing them 
out. And who doesn’t want to save money and refresh their wardrobes in the process? 

In case the idea of second-hand clothing brings up images of dingy, disorganized thrift shop bins, 
think again. At most swaps you’ll find seasonal, stylish, contemporary duds artfully arranged by size 
or item; many with the tags still on—like my Max Azria LBD. 

“We don’t take anything that is stained, ripped or even way out of style,” says Loren Silber, founder of 
the popular Five Boroughs Clothing Swap that holds approximately six swaps a year around the city. 
Loren charges a small entrance fee that pays room rental charges at various venues. Additional funds 
and excess clothing are donated to charity. 

Many other swap parties are more informal: Individual women may gather a group of friends to do an 
informal swap in their homes complete with a potluck meal, making a perfect ladies night out. Other 
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swaps are highly organized blow outs with entrance fees; they are held in gymnasiums or other large 
spaces with hoards of bargain fashionistas grabbing and gabbing. 

Who hasn’t bought a dress on impulse—or on sale—that now sits unworn in your closet? Or how about 
that stunning pair of red heels that make your legs look great, but actually go with nothing you own 
and, besides, they hurt like the devil! And then there’s your out-of-date winter coat that looks way 
better on the hanger than on your body. It’s the same tale in most women’s over-stuffed closets.  So 
it’s time to purge your closet of anything that’s just taking up space, especially in Manhattan where 
storage is costly. 

Swaps can be a true treasure trove of clothes, purses, shoes, and accessories that are free for the 
taking because someone else doesn’t want them. And there are themed swaps as well that focus on 
vintage clothing, or denim, or only new items (tags-on), costumes, and even swaps just for petite or 
large sizes.  

I often walk away with a major haul; sometimes even more than I came with (don’t tell my husband 
who believes in the one-comes-in-one-goes-out philosophy of life). This certainly doesn’t help the New 
York City closet situation, but if I find stuff I’ll actually use, then I am ahead of the game. 

Swaps are also a great reward at the end of the dreaded closet clean-out and perfect for evaluating 
your style or reinventing yourself. Maybe you’ve gained or lost weight, have a new job or just want to 
shake things up; a clothing swap gives you the opportunity to try a whole new look on the cheap. 

Tips for holding a swap: 

Give advance notice. Let your potential swappers know at least a month in advance so they have 
time to clean their closets. For a successful swap, you need to invite at least 12 to 15 people in a wide 
range of shapes and sizes. It’s no fun to be a size 14 when everyone at the party is petite. 

Find a local charity that will pick up leftover clothing after the event and make arrangements in 
advance. 

Decide on the best swapping system: A one-for-one trade, bartering for the most popular items? 
Or a free-for-all where everyone takes whatever she wants? Also decide if women can begin swapping 
as soon as they put out their items in the designated places, or does everyone pre-sort their clothes 
and wait to begin swapping at the same time? 

Be clear on what is swap-worthy: Are you swapping only clothing and shoes? Or bags only, or 
accessories, books and household knickknacks? Also ask that your guests bring items that are in 
gently used condition and do not bring clothing that is stained, ripped or very out of date (but not 
vintage). 

Must haves: Several tables, hanging racks and hangers; at least one full-length mirror and a 
changing area. 

Label each section so women know where to lay out their dresses, coats, pants, tops, sweaters, 
shoes, and other items. 

Tips for attending a swap: 

Keep a bag in your closet to continually dump items you can live without. That way you will be 
ready whenever a swap invite arrives. 

If you like it, grab it. If you second guess yourself at a swap, the item you covet may be gone. But 
take a break at some point during the event to look through your haul and try items on. Put back 
those you really don’t need or want and those that don’t fit. 

Do a fashion runway once everyone has chosen new items. Ask invitees to choose a favorite outfit 
to model for the group. You’ll quickly find out from the reactions of others if it works or not. 

Happy swapping! 

 
Bethany Kandel, a New York City journalist and author, is the founder of breastcancerfreebies.com, 
a site that helps patients and survivors find hundreds of freebies, including wigs, hats, retreats, 
magazines, and support groups. She hosts an annual clothing swap for friends and their guests. 

http://breastcancerfreebies.com/
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